Big Bolt Nut

Stainless Steel Fasteners Manufacturer In India

Biggest Manufacturer of
Larger Diameter Bolts in India

Stainless Steel bolts from M-20 to
M-100 diameter
We are specialized manufacturers of hot
forged bolts and nut in bigger diameters
from M-20 to M-100, with in house hot
forging we ensure perfect quality as per
the required standards and graded in
DIN, ISO, ASTM, IS, JIS, BS. With high
powered synthesis of experience,
process know how and innovation, we
hold the leading edge in manufacturing
excellence and state of the art production
facilities at our works in Kundli Industrial
area in Haryana (INDIA ).
We offer cost effective solutions to our
customers in their field. Our business
philosophy is based upon principles
focussing on customers, providing
superior products and services, every
time.

100% Machining on CNC Machines
We have a long history of innovation and
developing fasteners and allied products
for very high end quality minded
customers. We provide our customers
with our expert knowledge which we
have developed over the years by
investing in research and development in
our works. At our organization,
Innovation, reliability and performance
are the main mottos.

100% rolling on Hydraulic thread rolling machines
A good start at the scratch is always a good finish at the end.
Rolled thread is the ultimate solution to get more strength
and fatigue by 20% due to uniform grain flow and unbroken
fiber lines. We provide 100% rolled threads as per standard
with 100% guaranteed GO and NOGO thread fitments for
all bolts manufactured by us.

Big bolt nut - hot forged stainless steel and high
tensile bolts and sockets in grades 8.8, 10.9 and
12.9, SS 304, SS 316, SS 316 L, 316S31, 316S33, A2
& A4, ASTM Grades B8, B8M in Class 1 and Class 2
We manufacture hot forged bolts and nuts, we offer bolts
from M-16 diameter to M-64 diameter in any length upto
1200 mm long. We are specialized manufacturers in
Stainless steel and alloy steel grades as per international
steel norms.

High Tensile Bolts & Nuts
We at Rollfast manufacture speciality fasteners in
many grades in stainless steel and alloy steel. Our
expertise over the years has resulted in us
providing material in shorter delivery times as per
customers drawings or prototype samples.
lHex Bolts in DIN 931 and 933
lHex nuts as per DIN 934
lSocket head bolts and screws DIN 912
lStud bolts & nuts ASTM A-193 and A-194
lFoundation bolts
lAnchor Bolts
lDIN 2510 double ended reduced shank stud
bolts
lBolts, nuts, stud bolts made as per drawings

In House heat treatment
Heat treatment is most important aspect of
manufacturing bolts and nuts, at Rollfast we have
the latest heat treatment furnace at controlled
atmospheric conditions to provide the best grain
structure and heat treated high tensile quality bolts
and nuts.

Testing and quality control
We have a long standing tradition of providing uncompromised
quality fasteners, We relentlessly conduct series of quality
checks like UTS testing, profile checks, destructive and all
other kinds of non destructive testings.

Direction
Soaring high is my nature, that is the mantra at kapil
enterprises. Our continuos growth rate of over 600% year after
year reflects the goal we need to achieve. We stand alone with
cutting edge technological solutions that give our customers
the competitive edge.
Our sales turnover has surpassed USD $ 3 million in the year
2012 and we are exporting fasteners in over 56 countries in 5
different continents all over the world.
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